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Title          :Mother Teresa  
Creator     :M. F. Husain (1915- 2011) 
Medium    :Oil on canvas 
Subject     :A faceless figure with soft flowing drapes of the 
blue bordered white saree that was adorned by Mother Teresa, 
leaning protectively over the body of an old man. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Title         :Mother and Child 
Creator   :Jamini Roy (1887-1972) 
Medium  :Tempara on canvas 
Subject   :Painting featuring a Santal woman, sensuously 
painted in firm angular lines and hinted stylisation. 

 

 
 
 
Title         :Divine Flame  
Creator   :Sawlaram Haldankar (1882-1968) 
Medium  :Water colour on paper 
Subject   :The play of light and shade is intensely evoked 
through the ritual of the highlighting of the sacred lamp. 

 

 
 
Title          :Bride’s Toilet  
Creator    :Amrita Sher-Gil (1913-1941) 
Medium   :Oil on canvas 
Subject       :Part of the South Indian trilogy, Bride's Toilet, 
along with paintings done in this period, was inspired by the 
classical tradition of the Ajanta murals. 
 
 
 



 

 
 
Title             :Text Decoded-I 
Creator       :Jagdish Swaminathan (1928-1994) 
Medium      :Oil on canvas 
Subject      :Text Decoded-I’ consists of a triangular form 
(focal point of the painting) which is surrounded by a 
mysterious shape in the centre. The work is an assemblage of 
enigmatic lines and shapes. 
 
 

 

 
 
Title        :Untitled 
Creator  :Shanti Dave (1931- ) 
 
  
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
Title          :January 
Creator    :Biren De (1926 – 2011) 
Medium   :Oil on canvas 
  

 

 
 
Title          :Brahmacharis  
Creator    :Amrita Sher-Gil (1913-1941) 
Medium   :Oil on canvas 
Subject     : Part of the South Indian trilogy that resulted from 
the artist’s sojourn in the South in 1937. 
 
 

 

 
Title         :The Palm Tree  
Creator   :Binodebehari Mukherjee (1904 -1980) 
Medium  :Tempara on paper 
  



 

 
 
 
Title         :Hiraman Tota 
Creator   :M. A. R. Chughtai 1899-1975) 
Medium  :Tempera on paper 
Subject     : A beautiful depiction of Rani Padmavati with her 
talking parrot named Hiraman. 

 

 
 
Title          :Sunflower 
Creator    :Binodebehari Mukherjee (1904-1980) 
Medium   :Oil on cloth 
  

 

 
 
 
Title          :Trapped Lakes  
Creator    :Sabavala Jehangir (1922-2010) 
Medium   :Oil on canvas 
Subject    : A pristine, virgin landscape, nearly barren with 
cloud formations characterized by geometric planes with fields 
of blues, greys, greens and browns suggestive of an infinite 
terrain. 

 

 
Title           :The Begging Buddha  
Creator     :R. Chakravorthy (1902-1955) 
Medium    :Oil on canvas 
  



 

 
 
 
Title           :Painting  
Creator     :V. S. Gaitonde (1924 -2001) 
Medium    :Oil on canvas 
Subject     :Executed in shades of pale gold and ochre, with 
contrast of browns, blacks and ivory, is a prime example of 
Gaitonde’s meditative approach 

 

 
 
 
Title           :Two Women  
Creator      :Amrita Sher-Gil (1913-1941) 
Medium     :Oil on board 
Subject   : Artist experiments with the deep sense of 
melancholy that found expression in the pensive faces  and the 
languorous poses of the rural people of India. 

 

 

 
Title          :Brahmasutra  
Creator    :K. V. Haridasan (1937-2014) 
Medium   :Oil on canvas 
Subject    : Following the literal pictorial interpretation of the 
scripture, it opens to the metaphysics of symbols and their 
rendering in the right compositions of space and subtle 
variations in colour. 



 

 

 

 

 
Title         :Kalia Marden 
Creator   :Madhu Powle 
Medium  :Temper on paper 

  

 

 

 
Title           :Journey’s End  
Creator     :Abanindranath Tagore (1871 -1951) 
Medium    :Tempera on paper  
Subject       :The camel collapses under heavy load showing 

precise but delicate lines, and intensity of emotive content. 

 

 

 

 

 
Title          :Gopini 
Creator    :Jamini Roy (1887-1972) 
Medium   :Tempera on paper 

  

 

 

 
Title           :Himalayan Landscape  
Creator     :Nicholas Roerick (1874-1947) 
Medium    :Pastel on paper 
Subject      :His majestic Himalayan landscape exudes a sense 
of peace and sublimity. Roerich handles the changing lights of 
the mountainsides very sensitively. 

 

 



 

 

 
Title        :The Other Shore 
Creator   :Prabhakar Barwe (1936-1995) 
Medium  :Oil on canvas 
Subject    :Paintings for Barwe were about arranging a few 
isolated forms on canvas, and giving each form its own right to 
existence, without disturbing all the other adjacent 
forms/objects. 

 

 

 
Title       :Tiger in the Moon Light  
Creator  :Jogen Chowdhury (1939- ) 
Medium  :Ink and pastel on paper 
Subject   :Chowdhury, a master of lines, makes the curves 

depict the character of his figures.  

 

 
Title           :Dancers  
Creator     :Tilly Kettle  (1735-1786) 
Medium    :Oil on canvas 
Subject     :This glowing yet mysterious 18th Century night 
scene of dancers before a temple shows Kettle depicting the 
soft drapes, the gleaming ornaments, the dramatic lighting and 
the rhythmic movements very effectively. 

 

 

 

 

 
Title           :Flute Player  
Creator     :Amarnath Sehgal (1922-2007) 
Medium    :Bronze  
Subject       :The hollows were used here to create the feeling 
of echo, while the agitated hands on the curved flute supply a 
dramatic concept woven into the eager head. 

 

 
Title         :Highway  
Creator    :Kozo Mio (1923-2000) 
Medium   :Acrylic on board  
Subject    :An example of his creation of highly distorted 
figures, confirming his tendency to express his vision of 
modern society in psychological terms. 

 

 



 

 
Title        :Pink Field and the Flute Player  
Creator   :Manjit Bawa (1941-2008) 
Medium  :Oil on canvas 
Subject   :Sticking to his customary palette of traditional Indian 
colours, such as red, pink, and violet, Bawa created unique and 
vibrantly coloured paintings. 

 

 
Title          :Still Life  
Creator     :K. H. Ara (1914-1985) 
Medium    :Oil on paper 
Subject      :Ara evolved his trademark style, through nudes 
and still-life paintings. He was a modernist for whom the form 
and language of art precede all other motivations. 

 

 

 
Title           :Magician  
Creator      :Gagendranath Tagore (1867-1938) 
Medium     :Water colour on paper  
Subject  :The artist got inspirations from European 
experimental art like Cubism, and used geometric compositions 
in Indian/Oriental context, and built up his own brand of 
Cubism. 

 

 

 

 
Title         :Broken Charpai 
Creator    :Yusuf Arakkal (1945-2016) 
Medium   :Oil on canvas 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Title         :Binodini  
Creator    :Ram Kinker Vaij (1910-1980) 
Medium   :Oil on gunny cloth 
Subject   :Artist captures some inner conflicts and dilemma 
Binodini  is experiencing. The sense of volume in depiction of 
the slim figure and tenderness in expression are outstanding 



 

 
Title        :The Garden  
Creator   :K.C.S. Paniker (1911-1977) 
Medium  :Oil on board 

  

 

 

 
Title        :One without a Second   
Creator   :S. B. Palsikar (1917-1984) 
Medium  :Tempera on linen 

  

 

 

 

Title         :Man with a Bouquet of Plastic Flower  

Creator    :Bhupen Khakhar (1934 -2003) 

Medium   :Oil on canvas 

Subject    :The portrait of the man speaks of tension and 

loneliness; the figures and objects it portrays are defined by 

their separation. 

 

 
Title          :Harvest  
Creator    :Arpana Caur (1954- ) 
Medium   :Oil on canvas 
Subject     : Her works are inspired by Pahari miniatures (hill-
paintings), Punjabi literature, and Indian folk art. She remains 
to be one of the first contemporary artists to have collaborated 
with folk artisans. 
 

 

 

 
Title         :Trees and the Yellow Slope  
Creator    :Paramjit Singh  (1935- ) 
Medium   :Oil on canvas  
Subject     :Gentle exploration of the possibilities that lie 
beyond the urban world, beyond noises and sounds and streets. 



 

 
 
 
Title         :Ladakh – II  
Creator   :Sarabjit Singh (1963/64-2013) 
Medium  :Oil on canvas  
  

 

 

 

Title          :Shakuntala  

Creator    :Raja Ravi Varma (1848 -1906)     

Medium   :Oil on canvas  
Subject      : The gesture – the twist and turn of head and body 
– draws the viewer into the narrative, inviting one to place this 
scene within an imagined sequence of images and events. On 
its own, the painting stands like a frozen tableau, plucked out of 
an on-running spectacle of episodes.  

  

 
 

Title          :New Clouds 
Creator     :Nandlal Bose (1882-1966)     
Medium   :Water colour  
Subject  :Precursor of Modern Indian art, Bose was                                                       
sensitive to the world around and was fond of finding a 
symphony in the universe and nature 

 

 

 

 


